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LEED Building Certification Ceremony
John M. Dunn
Feb. 20, 2012
• Good morning. What a great group of achievements we have to celebrate today--six
buildings that have received certification for Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design, the national benchmark for the design, construction and operation of highperformance green buildings.
• Two of these buildings--Brown Hall and the Chemistry Building have met the
rigorous LEED standards for existing buildings. The Chemistry Building we're
standing in has achieved LEED-Existing Building Silver Status. With these six new
buildings, we now have seven LEED-certified facilities. By this time next year, we
hope that number has grown to 13 buildings.
• These certifications don't just happen. They are the results of thousands of hours of
staff time and enormous effort to document the energy efficiency and sustainable
nature of these buildings. I'm proud of the work that's been done and thankful to all of
you who have played a part in this commitment to excellence. We have some other
speakers who will talk about how this was accomplished. I want to focus on the "why"
of this effort and thank each one of you for making this happen.
• Building a campus that is sustainable in every aspect is part of this University's
strategic plan--Goal #5, to be precise. We have made a commitment to reduce our
environmental footprint by reducing energy consumption and waste, and by recycling
and rewarding conservation efforts. We want to maximize the use of our fixed
resources and model for our students the idea of good stewardship, planning and
continuous improvement. Those are among the most important lessons we want them
to take with them when they leave here as alumni.
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• What better way to make that happen than to ensure our students work and live in
buildings that have been tuned to peak efficiency. Winston Churchill is famous for
saying, "We shape our buildings: thereafter they shape us."
• Thank you for shaping the Chemistry Building, Brown Hall and the four buildings of
Western View Apartments in a way that will shape those who use these buildings for
decades to come.
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